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Results concerning generalized inverses of n x n matrices over the Boolean 
algebra of order two are applied to the study of directed graphs and nonnegative 
matrices. Maximal systems of directed graphs are discussed. Also, necessary condi- 
tions are obtained for a nonnegative matrix to have a nonnegative generalized inverse. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to apply some of the results in [lo] to 
the study of directed graphs and to the study of generalized inverses of 
nonnegative matrices. In so doing, some of the ideas in [9] concerning 
systems of graphs with a common vertex set are extended. 
By a Boolean relation matrix of order n is meant an n x n matrix 
of zeros and ones. Let 3Yn denote the set of all such matrices. We consider 
the sum and product of members of gn to be the sum and product over 
3? = (0, 11, the Boolean algebra of order 2. 
These systems arise in several areas of mathematics. In particular, a 
directed graph (digraph) G with vertex set V = {or,. . , un} determines 
and is determined by a member M, = (mij) of SYn, where mij = 1 if there 
is an arc from vi to vi and mij = 0 otherwise. The matrix M, is called 
the adjacency matrix for G. By the $roduct GG’ of two digraphs G and G’ 
with common vertex set I’ we mean the digraph whose adjacency matrix is 
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MGM,. in H9,. Such products of digraphs correspond to a certain type of 
composition of sequential machines -31. Notice that there is an arc in 
GG’ from vertex ui to vertex uj iff there is a vertex Al]< E V and an arc from 
vi to uk in G and an arc from v,< to V~ in G’ 151. 
In [IO] a matrix A E S?n was said to be reduced if no row of A is a 
sum over 97 of other nonzero rows and no column of A is a sum of other 
nonzero columns. In particular, if A is a nonzero member of 97, then 
there is a unique maximal subset W of the rows Lcolumns] of A with the 
property that each member of W is nonzero and no member of W is a 
sum of other members of W. Then IWI is called the YOW ~colz~~zzn] ya+zk 
of A and is denoted by r(A) [c(A)]. Notice that any member of 99, can 
be transformed into a reduced form by replacing the rows [columns / 
that are sums of other rows [columns] by the zero row [column]. Permuta- 
tion of rows and columns will also be allowed in the reduction process. 
In general, r(A) # c(A) for n 3 4 [lo:]. 
Now a digraph G is said to be reduced if its adjacency matrix M, is 
reduced.? These digraphs satisfy certain minimality conditions. 
2. GRAPHS AKI) GENERALIZED INVERSES 
The set .%n forms a monoid under matrix multiplication over d and 
contains the group 8, of all ?z x n permutation matrices as a subgroup. 
In this section we shall be concerned with certain inverses of members of 
99%. 
Let A E an. Then any solution X to the equation A = AXA in tiA, 
is called a generalized imerse of A. If, in addition, X satisfies X = XAX 
then X and A are said to be semi-kerses. Notice that if A = AXA then 
A and XAX are semi-inverses and AX and XA are idempotent. For 
n > 2, not every member of &Jn has a semi-inverse 1101. For convenience 
we restate certain necessary conditions for A E “;9, to have such an inverse, 
which were proven in i_lO]. 
THEOREM 2.1. A matrix A E gn has a generalized inverse only if the 
YOW yank r(A) is the same as the colarnzn yank c(A). 
In particular then, a matrix of the form 
t Such a graph was called simple in [Y]. 
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1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 c i 0011 0 0 0 0 
in Bd has no generalized inverse, since its row rank is 3 while its column 
rank is 4. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A E .99,, be reduced. Then A has a generalized inverse 
iff PA 07 AP is idempotent for some P E gin. 
These results will be used later to obtain necessary conditions for a 
nonnegative matrix to have a nonnegative semi-inverse. Now a semi- 
inverse Y of an n x n matrix X over the complex numbers is called the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of X [7] if (XY)* = XY and (YX)* = YX, where 
* denotes the conjugate transpose. This inverse has important applications 
in Approximation Theory [6, 81: in particular, a semi-inverse Y of X 
over the reals is the Moore-Penrose inverse if XY and YX are symmetric. 
We now consider conditions under which A E gn will have a semi-inverse 
B such that AB and BA are symmetric. These conditions will be used 
in Section 3 to investigate the Moore-Penrose inverse of a nonnegative 
matrix. 
For A E Bn, let CC denote the relation on X = { 1, 2,. . , n} defined by 
(i, i) E CC iff aij = 1. Then CC is called the relation for the matrix A. Now 
A is called a partial equivalence matrix if cc is an equivalence relation on 
a subset of X. Notice that an idempotent matrix A is a partial equivalence 
matrix iff A = AT, that is, iff A is symmetric. 
For A E 91n we define a set 
L, = {BE~‘,IA = XB, B = YA for some X, Y IZ~,} 
and a set 
R, = {Be$#‘,jA = BX, B = AY for some X, YES’,}. 
Then A has a generalized inverse if and only if L, and R, contain idem- 
potents [lo]. 
LEMMA 2.3. The set LA[RA] contains at most one partial equivalence. 
Proof. Suppose E, F are partial equivalence matrices in L;,. Then 
E = XF, F = YE for some X, Yin 99,. Then since E and Fare symmetric, 
E = FXT and F = EYT. Thus B, F E R.,. Now if L, n I<, contains 
an idempotent, it forms a subgroup of 99,,. Thus B = F. B similar proof 
holds for R,. 
These ideas yield the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A E gn and sqbjwse A has a semi-iwerse X wlzeve 
AX and XA aye symmetric. Then X is uniqz~ely the matrix ‘4 T. 
Prooj. Now since AX and XA are symmetric idempotents, they are 
partial equivalence matrices in the sets Ii.,, and L,, respectively. Notice 
that any semi-inverse B of A determines and is determined by the idcm- 
potents AB and BA. Thus by Lemma 2.3, X is unique. 
We now proceed to show ilT is a semi-inverse of A. Let AX = E 
and XA = F. Then H, = Ii, fl L, and H, = R,. fl I/,<. are groups, with 
the partial equivalence matrices E and F as identities. WC need to show 
that the group inverse of any matrix in H, 1 H,] is its transpose. With 
this in mind, let K be any partial equivalence matrix and let Y = r(K) = 
c(K). Let I, denote the 7z x a matrix with Y ones down the diagonal 
and zeros elsewhere. Then clearly, the group inverse of any matrix in 
HI, is its transpose. Let C E I<,{ n IAIr. Then C has a semi-inverse C’ 
in the set RI, fl L,. But C’C = I, implies that C’ --= CT. Moreover, the 
map 
0 : n - CDC’I‘, 
is an isomorphism of HI, onto H,(. But then since 
(lIO)T = (CDCT)T = CDTC2‘ = DTO, 
if B = Y8 E H,, then 
R,‘jT = YO(YO)T = CYCTCY”‘C’I’ = CYYTCT = CI,C” = CCT == I< 
= BTH. 
Thus the group inverse of each matrix in H, is its transpose. 
NOW consider AT. Since A E I?, fl L,, AT E Ii, fl L,. Since AX = 
E, XTAT = E and since XA = F, ATXT = F. Then 
AATXTX = AFX = AX = E, 
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and EAAT = AAT so that AATe R,. Also 
SO that AATE L,,. Thus AAT E H,. Similarly, ATA E HF. Then the 
group inverse of AAT in H, is AAT and the group inverse of ATA in 
HF is ATA. Then 
A(ATAA2’)A = (AAT)(AAT)A = EA = A, 
and 
(ATAAT)A(ATAAT) = A’(AAT)(AA2’)AAT = ATEAAT = ATAAT, 
so that A and AT’AAT are semi-inverses. Rut ATAAT E L, n R, = H,, 
so that AT = A TAA *. Then by the uniqueness X = AT. 
The matrix X in Theorem 2.4 will be called the T-inverse of A whenever 
it exists. Notice that X = AT is the T-inverse of A iff AT and A are semi- 
inverses, since AAT and ATA are always symmetric. 
Now if R, contains a partial equivalence matrix I;, then F can be 
column reduced to a matrix E E R, where each row of E contains at 
most one 1. The relation for such a matrix then forms a partial transforma- 
tion on X = (1, 2,. . ., n}. Similarly, a partial equivalence matrix F E L, 
can be row reduced to E E L, where the relation of ET is a partial trans- 
formation. Conversely, if R, [LA] contains a matrix E [ET] whose relation 
is a partial transformation, then R,[L,’ contains a partial equivalence 
matrix. This yields the following. 
COXOLLARY 2.5. Let A E gn. Then AT is a semi-inverse of A iff R, 
contains a matrix whose relation is a partial transformation and L, contains 
the transpose of a matrix whose relation is a partial transformation. 
For digraphs we have the following result 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let G be a digraph with vertex set V. Then there is a 
digraph G’ with vertex set V such that G = GG’G, G’ = G’GG’ and such that 
GG’ and G’G are partial equivalence digraphs iff MoT is a semi-inverse 
of M,. In this case G’ is uniquely the converse of G. 
We conclude this section by considering group inverses of members 
of 3YB,. In particular, idempotent matrices will be investigated. 
In [9] it was shown that if G is any group then there exists a maximal 
group of graphs 9, with common vertex set, isomorphic to G. We will 
show that this result has an equivalent formulation in .H,. Namely, each 
finite group is isomorphic to a maximal subgroup of Hn, for some positive 
integer 72. 
X relation 9 is defined on tin as follows. For A, B E @,, AYB iff 
there exists some YE Ypn such that B = PA and A = I-‘-lAP. Then 
9’ is reflexive and symmetric on 8,. Let HA, = {B E tiA,lB.9A}. The 
proof of the following lemma is obvious. 
It follows from 1% that the relation associated with A is a partial 
order relation on X = (1, 2,. , x} iff .4 is a reduced idempotent with 
no zero rows. In this case, H, is a maximal subgroup of 9Jn. Using the 
result of G. Birkhoff 21, that each group is the automorphism group of 
some partial order relation, WC have the following theorem which cor- 
responds to Theorem 1 in I!?]. 
THEOREM 2.8. If G is uny finite group, then there exists a fiositive 
integer 92 and a reduced idetnpotelzt matrix A E d, such that G is isomorjhhic 
to the maximal sub,grou# H, o/ J?,,. 
The question naturally arises now as to whether every finite monoid 
with zero is a maximal submonoid of 9?n for some n. The answer is no. 
Let A2 E Hn. Then the maximal suhmonoid M, of .@, with A as identity 
is Ag’,A = {AXAIX t Hln}. Suppose A # 0, the zero matrix. If we 
define H E tin where bij = 1 iff the ith row and jth column of A are 
nonzero, then 13 = AB = BA EM,<. But K is itself idempotent so that 
M, is a group with zero iff I3 = A, in which case it follows that M, has 
cardinality 2. Tliis yields the following theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Sot everiy monoid is a maximal monoid 01 digra@s 
with cowwon vertex set. 
3. GENERALIZED INVERSES OF NONNEGATIVE ~IA'I'RICES 
Let d, denote the set of all nonnegative n x n matrices over the 
reals. Then J911 forms a monoid under matrix multiplication. Some of 
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the necessary conditions for relation matrices to have a generalized inverse 
will now be used to study inverses in gn. In particular, we obtain some 
necessary conditions for a nonnegative matrix to have a nonnegative 
generalized inverse [ 41. 
Let @ be the function from W, to %)n given by the rule that if X = 
(xij) E W,, then 
J 1 @ : X --f A = (+) where 
if xij > 0 
aZj = 
10 if xij = 0’ 
Then @ is a homomorphism of gn 
LE_MAIA 3.1. Let X E 3?%. Then 
a nonnegative generalized inverse is 
onto g n. 
a necessary condition for X to have 
that X@ have a generalized inverse 
in gn. Also, X-l exists and is nonnegative only if X is a monomial matrix. 
Proof. If X has a nonnegative generalized inverse Y then X = XYX 
implies X@ = (X@)( Y@)(X@). Thus Y@ is a generalized inverse of 
X@ in Z%‘,. 
Now if X-l exists and is in W,, then X@X-ldi = I@ = I implies that 
X@ E gin. Thus X is a monomial matrix. 
We now give some corollaries to theorems in Section II. 
COROLLARY 3.2. (To Theorem 2.1). Let X E &Yin. Then X has a 
nonnegative generalized inverse only if r(X@) = c(X@). 
COROLLARY 3.3. (To Theorem 2.2). Let X E 2, and suppose that 
X@ is reduced in .iSV,. Then X has a nonnegative generalized inverse onl>l 
if P(X@) OY (X@)P is idempotent in Bn for some P E 9,. 
As illustrations we see that nonnegative matrices of the form 
0 
or 
9 
0 
* 
where * denotes a nonzero entry, can never have a nonnegative generalized 
inverse. 
We now consider the Moore-Penrose semi-inverse X7 of a nonnegative 
matrix X. Let I7 denote an n x n diagonal matrix with Y ones. 
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THE~KEM 3.4. The Moore-Penrose inverse XT of X E %?n is nonnegative 
only if X@ has a T-inverse. In particular, X-+ is lzonnegative o&y if X@ 
can be row and cohnn reduced to some I,.. 
Proof. If Xi E 99% then X+@ is a. semi-inverse of X@ in gn. Also, 
(XX+)T = XXT implies that 
(X@X’~@)~ = [(XX*)@]r = (XX’-)T@ = (xx+)@ = xlnx+CD. 
Similarly, (X+OXCD)~ = X+@X@, so that X+@ is the T-inverse of Xdi in 
97,. 
Now by Corollary 2.5, if Xl E tin then li,, contains a matrix A where 
each row of A contains at most one nonzero entry. But A can then be 
row reduced to a partial permutation matrix, whence to I, by permuting 
rows, where Y = r(A) = c(A). Thus X@ can be row and column reduced 
to I,. 
In general there exist X E 9’, where rank X > 7(X@) or c(X@). Also, 
X exists where rank X < r(X@) or c(X@). For example, if 
1 2 
x = 
i ) 2 1’ 
then r(X@) 
then rank X = 
c(X@) = 1 while rank X = 2. If 
i 
2 2 0 0 
0 2 2 0 
x= 
’ Cl 0 2 2 
2 0 0 2 i 
3, while r(X@) = c(X@) = 4. 
COROLLART 3.5. Let X E A\n and suppose X@ has YOW and colunzn 
rank n. Tlzen Xf is nonnegative only i/ X is monomial, so that A’+ = X-l. 
Prooj. LNOW X0X+@ must be a partial equivalence matrix in gn. I3ut 
the only equivalence matrix of rank n is I. Thus X@ E Y, and X is 
monomial. 
Finally, we give a corollary that can be useful in constructing the 
Moore-Penrose inverse X+ of X E Zn, whenever X+ E 9?_. Its proof 
follows from Theorems 2.4 and 3.4. 
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COROLLARY 3.6. Let X E Sn. Theta X-+ = Y = (yij) E B’, only in 
case yij = 0 iff xji = 0, for 1 < i, j < n; that is, Y@ = XT@. 
As an illustration of these ideas, consider the following nonnegative 
matrix. 
1 0 0 2 
2 0 0 4 
x= 
i i 
0300. 
0 0 7 0 
Then 
Then X+ is easily found by observation or by using the method described 
in [l] to be the matrix 
Xf = 
1 2 -_ 
25 25 
0 0 
0 0 ; 0 
0 0 0 -f 
2 4 
-- 
25 25 
0 0 
has (X@)T = XT@ as a semi-inverse. Thus if X+ is nonnegative, it must 
have the form 
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